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21 Experts Share Their Best
Tips to Create Content
Your Audience Will Love
The

blank screen is torture.

The only thing worse is a filled screen and a mere trickle of
metrics.

Content that doesn’t connect is as worthless as a blank screen.

In fact, it’s more than worthless: It’s costly. The struggle is
universal.

Content-creation challenges were experienced by almost half of
B2B marketers and 37% of B2C marketers, according to the
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Content Marketing Institute’s 2017 research.

How do you create content that connects with your audience?

That’s the billion-dollar question. I reached out to 21 content
marketers and asked for their No. 1 tip to create content their
audience will love.

Let’s not waste another minute; let’s dive into the results!

Be strategic

Know thy goals. Content marketers o�en have stars in their eyes
when it comes to traffic, social shares, and their email list.
Nonsense. Bigger isn’t better on any of those fronts.

What you have to know is how to make money. Rather than ask,
“How do I make content my audience will love?” ask, “How do I
make content with the lowest amount of traffic, shares, and email
addresses that will still get me to my goals (whether that’s leads or
revenue)?”
Aaron Orendorff, iconiContent 

You need to understand who the big players are in the community
on social media and you need to understand what gets interaction
and engagement and what doesn’t.
Rand Fishkin, Moz

Content that doesn’t connect is as
worthless as a blank screen, says
@JoeElliottSYDJ. CLICK TO TWEET

Produce content w/ lowest traffic, shares,
emails that still will achieve your goals,
says @iconicontent. CLICK TO TWEET
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Before sitting down to write any piece of content, it’s vital that you
have a plan. The plan doesn’t just consist of the topic you’re going
to cover, but much more:

The content: Map the content people actually want and

need. Why should people read your article vs. someone

else’s? What will you be saying that is new and different?

The influencers: Next, map out influencers who would be

interested in this article. You can collect quotes from

them, mention them, or simply add them to a list of

people you’re going to tweet to or reach out to via email

when the article is ready. The more personal you get

with them, the more likely they are to share the article.

The media: Map out websites and publishers that would

be interested in your article. Many publishers feature

articles they find interesting or syndicate content. Reach

out to them and let them know you’re writing a specific

article they may be interested in. Reaching out

beforehand will give you an indication if they’d like to

see certain information in that article for them to share it

or syndicate it.

The promotion: Writing the content is only 20% of the

job. The other 80% is promotion. Don’t just rely on

sharing it a couple of times on Twitter and LinkedIn.

Have a list of all the sites, communities, and platforms

you’re going to promote on.

Talia Wolf, GetUpLi� 

You need to understand what content
gets interaction & engagement & what
doesn’t, says @randfish. CLICK TO TWEET

Writing #content is only 20% of the job;
the other 80% is promotion, says
@TaliaGw. CLICK TO TWEET
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HANDPICKED RELATED CONTENT:

Editorial Calendar Tools and Templates

Make it all about the audience

The biggest mistake I see is creating content that is focused on
you, and not the audience. I hate to break it to you, but your
readers don’t care about you! They care about solving their
problems. The more you help your readers with what they care
about, the more they’ll come back, read your posts, and become
loyal readers.
Sue Anne Dunlevie, Successful Blogging

It all starts with your ability to research your audience. What is
their biggest struggle that keeps them up at night? And more
importantly, how can your content help them?

The key is to engage with your readers and actually have a
conversation with them. This can be done in the comment section
on your blog (or a blog with the same target audience), by emailing
them, or through social media.
Tor Refsland, TorRefsland.com

You can validate your content ideas in a Facebook Group, a Quora
question, or even just by emailing people who are interested in
what your new blog is about.

The more you help your readers w/ what
they care about, the more they’ll come
back, says @SueAnneDunlevie.

CLICK TO TWEET

Engage with your readers & actually have
a conversation with them, says
@TorRefsland. CLICK TO TWEET
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One of my favorite approaches to validate my content ideas is with
an onsite survey carried out with Qualaroo. I put a quick, one-
question survey on a Facebook group that says something like,
“I’m working on a new blog post. Which of these topics are you
most interested in learning more about?” Visitor responses help
me separate the great from the good.
Sujan Patel, Web Profits

One of the best ways to create content your audience wants is to
ask them. Here are a few questions you could ask your buyers:

How would you describe yourself? (e.g., I am a 30-year-

old male VP of marketing at GEICO that loves cars and

poker.)

What other (your niche) sites do you frequent? Please tell

me the names.

What interested you in joining my list?

Now you have qualitative data to give your audience more of what
they want from you.
Jason Quey, The Storyteller Marketer

If you already have a following and/or email subscribers – put
together a survey in Typeform (the free version will do).
Adam Connell, Blogging Wizard

Validate #content ideas w/ an onsite
survey carried out w/ @QualarooInc, says
@sujanpatel. CLICK TO TWEET

One of the best ways to create content
your audience wants is to ask them, says
@jdquey. CLICK TO TWEET

Surveys are a great way to ask your
audience questions if you already have a
following, says @adamjayc.
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Read the comments on popular blogs in your niche. Listen to what
people are saying on Twitter. Attend the Q&A calls and webinars
other authorities are holding, and write down the questions
people ask.

And then look for patterns. Almost always, you’ll find one or two
questions everyone is asking over and over again, and it never
seems to stop. That’s what you need to be writing about.
Jon Morrow, Smart Blogger

Before writing anything, you should start by creating personas for
the various groups of your audience.  For example, you may have
both B2C and B2B audience segments visiting your site. If you
create personas, by outlining the different needs and pain points
of each segment, you can create content around providing
solutions and fulfilling needs for these people.

Making sure you have content that fulfills all of their needs and
intent, all the way through the conversion funnel, will ensure
you’re creating the right content for the right audience at the right
time of their journey.
Jordan Kasteler, JordanKasteler.com

My best tip is to know who you’re talking to. Have what’s called a
client avatar (a fully fleshed out example of your target market or
average blog reader) and write to that person. Don’t write for SEO.
Don’t write to everyone.

following, says @adamjayc. CLICK TO TWEET

Write down questions people ask in your
niche & look for patterns to find content
ideas, says @jonmorrow. CLICK TO TWEET

Start by creating personas for the various
groups of your audience, says
@JordanKasteler. CLICK TO TWEET
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Instead, write to one very specific person. Is that person male or
female? How old is the person? What does the person do for a
living? How about hobbies or interests?

If you try to write to everyone, you’ll really be writing to no one.
Gina Horkey,  Horkey Handbook

Include a feedback button of some sort. This button is there to
consistently ask your audience what they want to see or what
questions they want answered. You can also use this method to
quiz them on what kind of content they love the most when it
comes to your niche. You might be surprised that a large portion of
your audience prefers infographics, or maybe even audio that
could set you off down the road of creating a podcast in addition
to a blog.
Greg Elfrink, Empire Flippers

I always recommend people or brands focus on small niche market
audiences.

A great example of this can be seen with sports. The “sports” topic
in itself is way too generic, and if someone wanted to get scores or
highlights they would go to ESPN. However, if you drill this down
several times and focus on something like “basketball jump
training,” you can then cover every aspect of this tight focus in
detail … thus always giving your audience the best content
possible.
Zac Johnson, ZacJohnson.com

Don’t write for #SEO. Don’t write to
everyone. Write to one specific person,
says @HorkeyHandbook. CLICK TO TWEET

Include a feedback button to consistently
ask your audience what questions they
want answered. @gregelfrink CLICK TO TWEET
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The best way to create content that your audience will love, is to
go offline and talk to them long before you start cra�ing blog
posts, writing sales pages, or structuring your lead magnets.

Find 10 to 20 people within your target market and ask them if
they’d be willing to chat on the phone, meet in person for coffee,
or grab lunch. Prepare a list of questions and assumptions about
what you think your audience wants to learn about and get better
at.

Go into your conversations with an open mind, without too many
firmly held assumptions about the needs of your readers. Then,
listen.

Take notes about what your audience is telling you their biggest
pain points are and make a prioritized list of content topics that
can begin to chip away at their most significant challenges.
Ryan Robinson, RyRob.com

HANDPICKED RELATED CONTENT:

Go Beyond Analytics to Give Customers the

Content They Crave

4 Content Marketing Things That Turn Off Your

Audience

Need Engaging, Authentic Content? Unleash the

Power of Conversations

Focus on small niche market audiences
to give your audience the best #content
possible, says @zacjohnson. CLICK TO TWEET

The best way to create content your
audience will love is to go offline & talk to
them. @TheRyanRobinson CLICK TO TWEET
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Tell it well

With book writing, it’s always about making the content
interesting and always keeping the reader wanting to flip to that
next page.

I think this is something that is lacking with online content
creation today, as more people are focused on just putting content
out there and not so much about actually providing value and
making it their best work possible. With all of that in mind, always
focus on the end user and make them want to keep reading more.
Montgomery Peterson, Original Coloring Pages  

I like to create expert interviews or summary style posts. The
benefit of creating these types of posts is that I can start with my
own content and outreach, then fill up the bulk of the content with
expert advice or resources from other locations.

For example, if I wanted to create an article, 7 of the Best Free
Email Reports for 2017, I could highlight seven different email
reports already out there, do a short write-up on each, include a
screenshot, and link back to the original source.

Once the article goes live, I can then reach out to the sites
mentioned within the article, and ask them to promote it on their
end.
Brandon Johnston, Blog Reign 

Always focus on the end user & make
them want to keep reading more.
Montgomery Peterson via @cmicontent

CLICK TO TWEET

Do expert or summary posts – include
your insight too – & use them for
influencer promotion. @blogreigncom

CLICK TO TWEET
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Here’s the thing, there’s nothing new under the sun. Instead of
trying to go head to head with established names in your niche by
doing what they’re doing, tell a story. We’re hardwired to love a
good story. It removes all our defenses and lets us learn lessons
while being entertained.

Tell stories about your experiences with the problem you’re
helping them solve. Tell stories about inspirational people. Tell
stories about the underdog. The people who’re reading your
content may forgive everything from spelling mistakes to bad
grammar, but they won’t forgive a bad story. Tell yours like a
champ.
Daniel Ndukwu,  IA experiment

Document in a spreadsheet the questions people ask in forums
and communities in your niche. Make a comprehensive blog post
answering the questions you like.

Once you have done that, just go back to the forum and write a
short answer with a link to your post for a more detailed answer.
Gael Breton, Authority Hacker

HANDPICKED RELATED CONTENT:

Does Your Content Answer Searchers’ Questions?

Take it to the next level

Telling a good story removes our
defenses & lets us learn lessons while
being entertained. @daniel_ndukwu

CLICK TO TWEET

Document the questions people ask in
forums & communities & answer in a blog
post, says @GaelBreton. CLICK TO TWEET
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Take it to the next level

An excellent way to create better content for your audience while
also increasing engagement is to include original images,
infographics, and video content. Gone are the days when just text
content is enough, now it’s all about shareable content and
making sure your readers see the value in what you produce.

A perfect example of this would be if you were writing a report on
the latest industry trends and stats. Sure, the article is great in
itself, but imagine how much more value it would serve to have
custom charts, graphs, and even an original infographic to help
complement your content as well.
Srish Agrawal, Logo Design Team

I hated writing, but used to write blog posts all the time. It would
take me forever but I thought that’s what you had to do to find
your voice and get better. Then, I decided to start a podcast and
video web show. It’s so much easier to create content, and now I
hire ghostwriters to do the writing that I don’t like.
Jaime Masters,  Eventual Millionaire

Creating great content is all about the relationship with your
audience. Anyone can create a website and throw content online,
but who is to say the trust factor and relationship is there? For this
to take place, not only do you need to provide value within your
content, you need to make sure its data is backed up with recent
and reliable sources as well.

Create better content by including original
images, infographics, & videos, says
@srishagrawal. CLICK TO TWEET

I hated writing. Then I started a #podcast.
It’s much easier to create content, says
@eventualmillion. CLICK TO TWEET
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A perfect example of this would be if you were to create an
“industry stats” post on whatever market you might be. It’s easy to
pull stats from anywhere or even come up with your own, but
who’s to say these numbers are accurate. If you put in the time and
effort to make sure all sources are cited, your content will not only
provide more value and gain trust, it will likely be picked up by
other publications as well.
Tim Bourquin, A�er Offers

HANDPICKED RELATED CONTENT:

How to Use Content to Get Your Audience to Trust

You

Visual Realism: The Way to Build Trust With Your

Audience

Conclusion

Taking the time to understand your audience is the only way to
increase your engagement and your overall results.

Thankfully, that’s far from an impossible task.

Stop relying on instinct and your own creativity. Get out there and
talk to your audience, directly, indirectly, and through aggregate
tools built around data. And think about how to get out of a
content rut to stand out in a field of crowded content.

What is your best tip for creating content your audience will love?

Want daily tips to help your content marketing program?
Subscribe to the free CMI newsletter.

Your content will provide more value &
gain trust if data is backed up w/ recent
sources. @TimBourquin CLICK TO TWEET
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Join the discussion…

 • Reply •

Sarah Goff-Dupont • 2 days ago

Another great resource is answerthepublic.com. Plug in
any topic, and they'll show you REAL search queries
from real people, as well as search volume for each
query. It's an excellent way to get inside your audience's
head and find out what's important to them (vs. thinking
primarily about what you, as a marketer, want to say). I
figure, if you're addressing real questions and problems
with your content, your audience is likely to love that
content.
△ ▽

 • Reply •

Dave MacKay • 2 days ago

Getting to know the audience well is important, and then
deciding how to get them involved. Gathering the
demographics takes time, and then, perhaps, some
simple quizzes to measure interests so that content can
be aimed at the interests.
△ ▽

 • Reply •

Joe Elliott  • a day ago> Dave MacKay

Quizzes are a great way and are a great lead
magnet. Thanks for your comment �
△ ▽

 • Reply •

Sue Anne Dunlevie • 2 days ago

Great article, Joe! Thanks for including me in it.

Sue
△ ▽

 • Reply •

Joe Elliott  • a day ago> Sue Anne Dunlevie

Good to have you Sue thanks �
△ ▽

 • Reply •

Virginia Phillips • 2 days ago

Joe, thanks for a great article. I will begin to incorporate
some of this tips into my blog this week.
△ ▽

Joe Elliott  • a day ago> Virginia Phillips

Great Virginia, if you nail this and you will see the
results... try interviewing some of your audience
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GETTING STARTED
Content Marketing 101 begins

PLAN
Build fundamentals of your plan

AUDIENCE
Understand your core audiences

STORY
Tell your brand story

CHANNELS
Determine your distribution channels

PROCESS
Manage your team and tools

CONVERSATION
Create your content and listen

MEASUREMENT
Prove the effectiveness of your
program

HOW-TO GUIDES

Current Hits All Time Hits

What Is the Difference Between
Content and Content
Marketing?
April 3, 2017

4 Google Analytics Reports
Every Content Marketer Should
Use
March 3, 2017

One Thing Is Killing Content
Marketing and Everyone Is
Ignoring It
February 7, 2017

4 Content Marketing Things
That Turn Off Your Audience
February 20, 2017

Elevate Your Marketing Career: 5 Ways to
Invest in You
February 22, 2017
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